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2015

The #1 Travel Guide for Families Visiting
Florence and Tuscany! Florence &
Tuscany with Kids (second edition-2015)
is not your typical run-of-the-mill travel
guide. Rather, it is an indispensable and
hugely useful resource for any family
travelling to beautiful Tuscany. Here you
will
find:
Detailed
family-friendly
itineraries, covering the entire region * The
top 5 activities for Families in all the
important cities (Florence, Pisa, Siena, San
Gimignano, Lucca and more!) * Lists of
the best events and activities in Tuscany,
such as: water parks, adventure parks,
cooking classes, horseback rides, jousting
matches and medieval carnivals * Unique
detective missions and kids corners, filled
with interesting facts and stories *
Fascinating details about Italian art,
culture, and history * Insider tips and top
advice, from a local, that will save you
time and money during your travels *
Recommendations for excellent family
hotels, B&Bs and restaurants * The best
kid-friendly museums and sights. Heres
what a few of our readers had to say about
Florence & Tuscany with Kids: This book
is a must-have if you are taking your kids
to the Tuscany region! It was invaluable
and made our trip a great experience. We
traveled with a 3 & 5 year old and the tips
and activities inside were great. The
restaurant recommendations proved to be
helpful and delicious. Allison Neumann
Better than your normal travel guide. I love
the additional information provided.... And
now I have a much better understanding of
Renaissance art! W.Mason Very good
guide for Florence and the surrounding
areas if you have kids. The major
attractions had some kid based projects,
these were fun to complete. Also, the facts
based for kids were useful in keeping our
child focused. We really liked the
area/attraction gelato based information. C.
Frears
This travel guide is detailed,
thorough and full of useful information. As
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other reviewers have pointed out, its forte
isnt an abundance of colorful photos and
maps (on the contrary, it is printed in b/w),
but the information it provides. The
detailed
itineraries
(especially
the
Maremma and the Florence itineraries,
which we followed) were very interesting
and enjoyable. The reviews of Florences
best family friendly attractions and the
recommendations for parks and medieval
festivities were great. In fact, we found
several suggestions and activity ideas here
that we did not see in any other guide we
consulted (dont skip the family events/
attractions section at the end of each
chapter!). All in all, this is a highly
recommended resource for families
traveling to Tuscany Roi Excellent book,
tried and tested in Tuscany Aug 2014 with
3 kids aged 10-11. We took a regular guide
book too but always found ourselves
checkin this one because it had relevant
info for famiilies, like: which place sells
the best gelato? Good local panini bars,
cafes, child friendly restaurants?... DC
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